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Homecoming King Neal Snow and Queen Chandra Cassidy.
(Kiesow photo.)
• Campus safety
Public Safety urges
caution for campus bilkers
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
There are three ways to get around
on campus; drive, walk or bike.
The rules of the road are straight
forward and well-known when it
comes to the pedestrian or motorist.
A bicyclist's rights and obliga-
tions aren't as widely understood.
This was recently proven on
campus by a bike and car accident
on Beddington Road. A biker was
travelling on the wrong side of tt!e
road, at night. with no lights or
reflective clothing.
The motorist turned into the Bar-
rows Hall parking lot, was hit by the
hiker and came to a sudden stop.
When the dust cleared, the driver of
the car was asked to hack up by the
biker. whose arrn was trapped under
the car's front tire.
"Why someone hasn't been hit
here before, I can't understand."
Charlie Chandler, assistant director
of Public Safety, said. "We've been
ungodly lucky."
The increased concern in bike
issues comes from a more vocal
4
public, Crime Prevention Officer
Alan Stomian said.
According to Storrnan, there
have been various complaints in-
volving bikers at night, bike speed
and dangerous bikers.
One annoyed pedestrian went to
far as to shove a biker off the side-
walk and off his bike. The pedestri-
an was charged with assault.
Maine motor vehicle statutes have
very definite sections describing
where bikers can ride, what equip-
ment must be used at night and what
penalties can he given to offenders.
These laws are listed and ex-
plained in a pamphlet on bicycle
safety distributed by Public Safety.
The one law pertaining to night
riding states a bike used at night must
have a white light in the front, visible
for at least 200 feet and a red reflector
in the back, also visible for at least
200 feet. The bikes must also have
reflector strips or tapes on the pedals.
Chandler and Storman said many
stores in the area carry lighting de-
vices for bikes.
Sec BIKERS on page 14
• College cost,:
College textbook
prices on the rise
By Mike tvicLauuhiin
Staff Writer
College students may not be able
to judge a book by its cover, but i f that
cover reads -textbook," it's a pretty
safe bet the book will be expensive.
Textbooks have long been a ma-
jor expense for college students, and
according to a 6.1prit.s of studies done
by the National Association of Col-
lege Stores, prices are on the rise.
One study tracked more than
3,500 of the most popular titles used
on college campuses over a 15-
month period, from April 1991 to
July 1992. This study divided the
texts into those with a "publisher's
recommended list price" and those
sold to the bookstore at a net price,
to which the average store adds 25
percent to cover operating expens-
es and shipping costs
The NACS found books with
list prices increased an average of
14 percent and books with net prices
increased an average of 9.6 percent.
In another NACS study, which
reported on 100 widely adopted fresh-
man and sophomore-level texts, it
was found the average new retail
price of these books has increased by
104 percent over the past 10 years.
Wendy Gavett, acting director of
the University of Maine bookstore,
said textbooks are too expensive and
she sympathizes with students.
-The first couple of years, stu-
dents aren't used to paying $30 or
$40 for a book. In high school, you
don't have to buy your books and
it's just a big step for them, but they
get used to it, fortunately or unfortu-
nately," Gavett said.
Gavett said majors in technical
fields such as engineering and nurs-
ing are the hardest hit by increasing
book prices.
"With nursing, I always feel like
I should help them out of the store
with their books because they're not
only expensive, but heavy." she said.
Dianne Townsend, a sophomore
nursing major. said she spent almost
$300 for six books this semester and
blames the bookstore and its mark-
up for their price.
"I think they could sell them for
less. Seventy -twodollars foronetvok
is a little ridiculous," Townsend said.
Next year, Townsend said, she
will be spending even more on her
books and expects to pay about $250
for books for just one class.
Gavel said she has heard some
complaints from students. hut ex-
plained publishers are the ones to
blame because they determine the
initial cost of books. The bookstore
mark-up. she said, simply covers sal-
aries and other costs to the bookstore.
Because the bookstore does hive
somewhat of a monopoly on text-
books at LlMaine. Gavett said stu-
dents have few options in avoiding
the expense of books each semester.
"I can't very well say shop
around, there is no other place to
shop," Gavett said.
Ted Bolen, philosophy and reli-
onsattorPre.riticellall l'uhlish-
ing in New Jersey, said there are
several reasons for the high price
students see on textbooks.
One reason, he said, is that pub-
lig textbooks i s a labor-intensive
business in which relatively low units
are produced. He explained that un-
like the typical trade novel, of which
about 300,000 copies are produced,
only about 8,000 copies of the aver-
age text are produced, but more peo-
ple are required to work on the pro-
duction of a textbook.
Bolen said eight to 10 people,
including authors, researchers, edi-
tots and artists, work on the produc-
tion of one textbook. The artists and
their work is another reason for the
high cost of texts.
"Full color increases the price of
a book four to five times. This is
unfortunate because people should
be reading the book, not looking at
the pictures," Bolen said.
The increasing popularity of
used book companies, Bolen said,
is one of the major reasons for the
cost of texts.
In the past, he said, publishers
could spread out the cost over a four
to five year period, but because of
the increased amount of used books
available to students, publishers
need to raise prices on textbooks in
the first year of their life cycle to
insure costs are recovered.
Although these companies can
provide students with textbooks at a
slightly lower price, Bo' mi said these
companies do not put any money
into the books' production.
-They are making money from
our product,- Bolen said.
Bolen said both publishers and
students are facing a tough dilemma.
"Students are selling their hooks
hack because they need the money
and we don't want to raise prices,
but unfortunately we have to in or-
der to stay in business. It's to be or
not to he, a Catch-22," Bolen said.
Fred Weber. director of market-
ing at Follett Campus Resources, a
used book company located in Chica-
go and one oflIMaine's main suppli-
ers of used books, said he understands
publishers' points of view. but said
used hook companies are not the ones
in competition with them.
Sec BOOKS on page 14
• Voting
MTV may
cover election
from UMaine
By VVil!iarn R. C•raSSC
Staff Writer
VOTE!, a student voter edu-
cation program. has fired up it
campaign to register people at the
University of Maine for the up-
coming presidential election.
Starting this week, VOTE! will
be working to inform students
about the election and register as
many people as possibie.
Members say they are espe-
cially excited because of the MTV
Rock the Vote Challenge, which
has gone out to all college cam-
puses. MTV will cover the elec-
tion live from whicheNer college
campus has the highest percent-
age of registered voters.
VOTE! is organizing a com-
plete voter registration program.
Tables will be set up in the Me-
uiO [1111041 to register i)otil On-
and off-campus students, and vol-
unteers will be going to fraterni-
ties and sororities.
According to Dave Pyles, res-
ident directors of all residence
halls have also been provided with
voter registration forms. VOTE!
is also planning to run public ser-
vice announcements on WMEB.
"There is a high probability wz
will win the MTV challenge,
National Student Voter Education
Project Campus Coonimator Nes
said. "Maine votes a higher per-
centage than other states as it is."
This election comes at a time
of high student apathy at tiMaine.
In the last General Student Senate
elections, there was a voter turnout
of less than three percent. Turnout
for presidential elections have only
been a little better. According to
Pyles, only 15 percent of students
-traditionally vote in elections."
"We stand to twilly reverse
that," Pyles said. 'This year ma)- -
be 15 percent W'0111 vote."
He also said many students
may not realize how registration
has changed Students here on
campus may register to vote here.
rather than go all the way home to
do so. Students may also vote
here even if they are from out of
state. The registrar of voters will
inform student' home towns of
their intent to vote here.
Students may also register the
day of the election at the polls.
"But we are hoping they will
be registered before then." Pyles
said. "If people wait till the last
minute to register. they will really
slow down the voting process and
make lines longer. Also, they
won't count towards the MTV
challenge. It would he great to
have them here."
It
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• Iraq
Weapons hispectors assured of safety
1 BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq reassured U.N. weapons inspectors on Saturdaythat they had no reason to fear for their safety as they began searching several sites
to determine if Saddam Hussein is still hiding Scud missiles.
Also Saturday, U.N. officials said they were nearing final agreement with Baghdad on
resuming humanitarian aid, the bulk of which will go to regions controlled by Kurdish
rebels.
"We initiated inspections at several sites and started discussions on several issues with
the Iraqis," said the inspectors' :cam leader, Nikita Smidovich, a Russian. He would not
give details.
Information Minister flamed Youssef Humadi said in a statement that his country would
guarantee the team's security -- a response to diplomats at the United Nations who voiced
fears for the team's safety.
"The Iraqi authorities have provided and will continue to provide all necessary
requirements for the security of inspectors' teams and the U.N. personnel," Humadi said.
He claimed that worries about a possible confrontation were part of a "propaganda
campaign" by President Bush's administration, aimed at boosting Bush's flagging reelec-
tion chances.
The 50-member team, the largest group of weapons inspectors to come to Baghdad.
arrived Frida:,. It has 16 American experts. and others are from Russia, Britain, France,
Italy, Germany and Australia.
Fears for their safety were bolstered by earlier statements from Saddam, who branded
them "stray dogs" seeking to destroy Iraq.
• Communist Party
COMMUlliSt congress
votes for new leaders
3 BEIJING (AP) — Delegates to a CommunistParty congress concluded secret balloting Saturday
for new leaders intended to take China into the 21st
century.
The names of the new party Central Committee mem-
bers were expected to be announced on Sunday, at the end
of the week-long congress. The Beijing-controlled Hong
Kong newspaper Wen Wei Po said 4.0 percent of them
would be 45 to 50 years old, considered young in China.
It said about 100 of the Central Committee's 285 full and
alternate 'milliners, including President Yang Shanglam. 85,
have stepped down to make way for the younger members.
Yang will remain president for at least a few more
months. But even without a formal party post, he and other
veteran revolutionaries remain China's most influential
politicians because of their prestige.
The newspaper said pointedly that only some of the
resignations were because of age and ill health; others were
due to "failure to make notable achie‘ements."
• Colombia
Earthquake injures 20,
leaves 500 homeless
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — A strong earth-
quake on Saturday shook a fishing village described
as one of Colombia's poorest, leaving 500 people
homeless and about 20 injured, officials said. But no
deaths were immediately reported.
The earthquake. measuring 6.6 on the Richter scale, was
felt in several towns on Colombia's Pacific coast. Hardest
hit was the remote village of Murindo, about 90 miles
northwest of Medellin in Antioquia state.
The lack of casualties was probably due to the fact that
most dwellings in the village. as elsewhere in Colombia's
tropical areas, were made of branches, with roofs of grass or
banana leaves. The quake struck before dawn, so most
people were at home asleep at the time.
A spokesman for the national Red Cross in Bogota said the
il I age' s health clinic, the church. and the mayor's office had
been damaged or destroyed. but the buildings were empty.
Hundreds of aftershocks, some measuring lip to 4.5 on
the Richter scale. were recorded following the 4:33 a.m.
earthquake
• Iraq assures U.N. weapons inspectors of their sa
• Somalian leader doesn't want more U.N. troops
• Earthquake leaves hundreds homeless in Colombia
• Somalia
Somalia opposed to more UN troops
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) — Somalia's main warlord on Saturday reiterateel2 his opposition to U.N. plans to send additional troops to this fractured, starvi;w
nation.
Relief agencies, however. frustrated by the looting that has made the delivery of
dangerous. often impossible task, urged the United Nations to pour in thousands of troop$.
over Gen. Mohammed Farrah Aidid's objections.
The U.N. Security Council on Friday warned Somali factions to stop blocking the
distribution of humanitarian aid and the deployment of additional soldiers to protect it, or
take responsibility for aggravating a humanitarian nightmare.
But the stern words, like others from the world body, produced no change in Aidid.,
position.
"Any foreign troops which will be deployed ... will create tensions," he told a ne%,
conference. He repeated oft-made claims that his forces could provide sufficient securit\
for aid workers and supplies.
By some estimates, half of the 180,000 tons of emergency aid sent this year to Somalia
has been stolen, aggravating the plight of a country where more than 100.000 peorle
died from drought and warfare and 2 million more are at immediate risk of starving.
But Aidid and rival leaders, fearing the loyalty of their troops would evaporate if the)
were not fed. have not put a stop to the banditry.
Aidid only reluctantly agreed to allow 500 armed U.N. troops into Mogadishu, where
they are to safeguard humanitarian work at the port and airport, the main points of entry for
relief supplies. Any more than that, he says, would infringe on Somalia's sovereignty.
"-umiak,
• Soviet
-Afghanistan relations
Soviets decided to send
troops before invited to
MOSCOW (AP) — [De soiet leadership underLeonid Brezhnev decided to send troops to Afghanistan
at least two weeks before they were invited by Afghanauthorities, the military newspaper Red Star reported Saturday.The newspaper published previously secret documentsabout the lead-up to the invasion, including minutes of ameeting of senior Politburo members who approved unspec-ified "measures" against Afghanistan on Dec. 12. 1979.The paper concluded that "the measures meant theintroduction of troops."
The Soviet involvement in Afghanistan iasted 10 years.More than 1 million Afghans and 14,454
.,oviet soldiersdied in a civil war with Muslim rebels.
The meeting was considered so sensiii‘ e that the noteswere taken by Politburo member Konstannn Chernenko
rather than by a secretary, and the referred to 
..\fh,in 11,
onl by the letter "A.''
5
Digest
1
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• Elections
Shooting occurs after
Angolan elections
LI AN DA, Angola (AP) — Shooting was repoll-6 ed Saturday in two Angolan cities after final demo.
results gave President Jose Eduardo dos Santos
ruling party a victory but showed he and rebel leader Jonas
Savimbi must meet in a presidential runoff.
Hours after the results were announced, soldiers Imre
Savimhi'st7NITA. or National Union for the Total Indepen-
dence of Angola. opened fire on dos Santos SKr'
downtown Luanda. killing at least two people.
UNITA officials said their men were fired on first. hY
backers of the ruling MPLA. or Popular Movement for the
Liberation of Angola, who were celebrating the
 PaM
‘ictor in the Sept. 29-30 elections.
The results of Angola's first multiparty elections showeddos Santos. a Marxist-tumed-reformer. with 49.57 percent Ofthe 'ole He needed more than 50percent to avoid a runoff with
Savinibi, who tallied 40.07 percent in the presidential poll.
t
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• Administr gtion
Orcutt elected vice president of UMaine Foundation
By Scott W. St. Clair
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Foundation held
its annual meeting Sept. 30 and appointed
Amos E. Orcutt executive vice president.
Before Orcutt, Thomas D. Harper held the
position for 22 years.
'Tom has led the foundation during a
period of unprecedented growth. We thank
him and offer best wishes upon his retire-
During his years at UMaine, he was a
vocational-agricultural student who worked
hard to make it.
"It was highly unusual for a vocational-
agricultural student to attend the university in
that day, but I was encouraged to pursue my
studies at the University of Maine by Clayton
and Leroy Blood, who were my teachers in
the vocational-agricultural program at Buck-
sport," Orcutt said.
He worked to put himself through school
"I literally worked my way through the university."
Amos Orcutt, new executive vice president of
U Maine Foundation
ment," Francis A. Brown, foundation presi-
dent said.
Orcutt has been vice president of Opera-
tions since 1990. Plioi to that time, he spent
two years as director and chair of the Invest-
ment and Budget Review committee.
Orcutt graduated from Walter Gardiner
High School in Bucksport in 1960, then came
to the University of Maine
at jobs including driving farm tractors, plant-
in?. and harvesting crops and repairing farm
equipment.
"1 literally worked My way duough the
university," Orcutt said.
'The farm crew stove up the equipment all
day and I'd weld at night. I used my high
school training as a welder to make my way,"
he said.
• Hurricane aftermath
Volunteers rebuilding houses
HOMESTEAD, Ha. (AP) — About 50
volunteers from Habitat for Humanity staked
out a beachhead Saturday in the battle to
rebuild after Hurricane Andrew, working on
foundations for the first of 200 houses.
Students, lawyers. carpenters, prison
guards and teachers labored together on a hot,
sunny day on six three-bedroom homes. Fu-
ture homeowners also pitched in.
"It's a mustard seed," said Jeff Springer,
president of the organization's Miami chap-
ter. "We're just getting started, but out of this
will grow 200 homes."
The non-profit ecumenical Christian or-
ganization, whose most famous volunteer is
former Prt.sident Carterohas raised $4.5 mil-
lion toward a goal of $6 million for new
homes in Florida.
But the volunteers acknowledged the daunt-
ing scale of their task. The hurricane left an
estimated I 80,000peoplehornelessordisplaced.
"It's sickening. I didn't realize how seri-
ous the damage was. I've never seen anything
like this in my life," said Shelby Matonek. a
freshman from Wheeling Jesuit College in
Wheeling. W.Va.
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His college achievements include the Alpha
Zeta Agricultural Honor Society, dean' s list and
receiving scholarships his last three years.
The foundation also elected new officers
at the September meeting. The new president
is Francis A. Brown, Richard W. Glass was
elected Vice-President, Lois Neally became
treasurer and secretary and Brent Slater was
elected Clerk. Orcutt was also elected assis-
tant treasurer and executive vice president.
Orcun stressed the advantage of pooled
life income funds, charitable remainder austs
and other deferred ways to give to the univer-
sity. He said his goal is to double the assets of
the foundation within the next 10 years.
As executive vice president Orcutt will
work to solicit more monies from private-
sources for scholarships, research and in-
struction. This increase in funding will play
an important role in the university's funding
mix. Orcutt said he sees the foundation as a
medium through which donors can give to the
university with ease and help UMaine.
"Amos has already proven his ability to
lead the foundation and build our assets still
further. The foundation is lucky to have him,"
Brown said.
Amos E. Orcutt, newly appointed ex-
ecutive vice president of the UMaine
Foundation. (File photo.)
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• South Afri(a
Clrn.4-lb Li .._ 4_1: 1 13JUt1I rtlIILat1
in trouble after apartheid
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa iAPj
—In the white suburb of V rededorp, scores of
white children line up at a soup kitchen for
lunch because their parents are unemployed
and broke.
In ramshackle Alexandra township on the
other side of town, 500 black women, many
with babies strapped to their backs, wait to
receive bags containing donated corn meal,
bread and tea.
Blacks and whites still live indifferent worlds.
but both are suffering from a 4-year-old reces-
sion that threatens the building of a stable,
multiracial democracy in South Africa
"It's a madhouse every day," said Docah
Mathebula, who rims the government-financed
relief operation in Alexandra "The people are
getting more and more desperate."
Apartheid, now in its waning days, has
long overshadowed the country's other prob-
lems, but many analysts say the economic
decline will be far more difficult to end than
the black-white political crisis.
"We're not going to reach paradise when
we solve the political problems," said Ed
Osborn, chief economist for Nedbank, one of
the largest banks. "We have problems, like
unemployment, that don't have any realistic
solutions."
President F.W. de Klerk's reforms have
brought sweeping political changes since
1989, but ordinary South Africans are worse
offbecause of a shrinking economy accompa-
nied by crime and violence
Black groups traditionally focused on
achieving political rights for the voteless
majority. Lately, they increasingly empha-
size rebuilding the economy, although their
own solutions remain fuzzy.
Most black groups tend to favor socialist-
leaning policies and de Klerk' s government
stresses pri 1, ate enterprise. While the economic
debate rages, the economy sputters.
Nelson Mandela, leader of the African
National Congress, has said a political settle-
ment must be reached quickly "because if we
don't, I fear the economy is going to be so
destroyed that, when a democratic govern-
ment comes to power, it will not be able to
solve it."
Already, the signs are ominous.
As the recession deepened this year, south-
ern Africa suffered its worst drought in a centu-
ry. South Africa, normally a food exporter,
became an impanel overnight and tens of thou-
sands of black farm workers lost.their jobs.
Operation Hunger, a private aid group. is
trying to feed more than two million South
Africans this year, the highest number in its
12-year existence. Among them are 100,000
whites, up from zero in the mid-I980s.
Many whites, accustomed to guaranteed
jobs and comfort under apartheid, are encoun-
tering hardship for the first time.
"Some of the mothers are very embar-
rassed about coming," said Joanna Swane-
poel, who cooks for more than 203 poor white
children and 100 adults daily at her feeding
center. "'The kids will get a plate of food, then
take it to their mother, who's standing around
the corner."
In black Alexandra township, where times
have always been tough, they are rapidly
approaching hopeless.
Entire square blocks of squatter shacks
have been flattened and scores of people
killed in political violence among blacks that
is linked to economic problems.
"A major source of conflict is unemploy-
ment and homelessness," said the Rev. Bus-
ane Ngubane, who organizes feeding opera-
tions in the township.
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COMMUTER STUDENTS
RESIDING IN ORONO
The town of Orono is considering an ordinance that would
establish a process of inspecting and issuing permits foi
residential rental properties. The stated purpose of the
proposal ordinance is "to eliminate any threat to the health,
safety, and general welfare of the renters and /or the general
public."
The ordinance will be discussed:
When: Monday, October 19 at 7:30 pm
Where: Anderson Community Center Orono.
Interested are encouraged to attend.
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• Author
Standoff book author has
own standoff with police
ASHLAND, Ore. (AP) --A man who demands were met.
wrote a booklet about a standoff with an Campbell wrote a 77-page booklet.
Idaho fugitive holed up in his house for "Assault at Ruby Creek, the Idaho Massa.
nearly 12 hours before surrendering early cre," which criticizes the government's
Saturday. handling of a shootout and standoff with
Weaver's wife, 14-year-old son, and a
At least 50 police officers and federal Randy Weaver in August.
agents surrounded the house of Maynard
Charles Campbell, who had warned he was deputy U.S. marshal were killed. Weaver
heavily armed, anti-government and and a family friend, Kevin Harris. were
wouldn't surrender. wouThndee:i:arrant
against Campbell involvedThe standoff began Friday afternoon
when police attempted to arrest Campbell, a large-scale logging operation on a na-
51, on a federal warrant from California tional forest, apparently in the Siskiyou
accusing him of conspiracy and theft of NiMoicuhnaetalins 
O'Brien, 
chiefnearacab deinhityowuned,s. muid
government property.
Police negotiators made contact with shacl in Portland.Portland.li 
the logging charge was 
a.
dhim by telephone Friday night. One of his
surrender demands was that the house he ruse He said he owne I goid Inine ici
well lit and television cameras be on hand. California near the Oregon border and has
He surrendered and was arrested after those lived in nearby Ashland for four years.
• Homeless
Thousands gather to highliga
homeless people's winter plight
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Hundreds of
people gathered for the second annual Great
Plains Winter Sleep-out to draw attention to
the plight of the homeless by spending a
cold night outdoors.
About 1,600 people showed up in Oma-
ha during the night Friday and about 400
slept outdoors until sunrise today, said Scott
Dolton, a homeless shelter case worker. The
temperature dipped to 32 degrees.
In Lincoln, where the temperature
dropped to 26 degrees, about 500 people
gathered and 200 slept out through the night,
said Steve Janovec, a sleep-out organizer.
"If we get out here and live for one night
at least like they do, at least we'll have a little
bit better understanding," said Don Mc-
Morris, who set up a cardboard box Fridak
for himself and his granddaughter.
Participants also brought blankets and
garbage bags to sleep on. Organizers formed
a makeshift soup kitchen.
Some of the area's homeless were clot,-
tical of the event.
A note to all fiNt-year Iinging their car.
Get Smart!
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make sure you bring it into Smart's Auto Body in Old Town.
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Smart's Auto Body
i24 North Marro Street, Ole loam
Busing- s Hours Phone R27 2111
Ntghts 9 Weekends 827-561.4
Std Smart. ()woe,
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*Conference
Maine Software Developers
start support group
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Rurning a hi-tech software development
business in a place like Maine takes a lot of
skill, motivation and patience.
This was the feeling of a panel involved in
the local software development industry, who
spoke about what they've done and how at the
Maine Software Developers conference held
last Tuesday in Neville hall.
The first to speak was Terrence Keating.
president of Kdtk systems, Inc., a company
based in Bangor that produces digitized sur-
veys and maps of areas of land, based on aerial
photographs.
Keating used slides to diagram the begin-
nings of his company over a decade ago, and
how the mood of the then-tiny Kork company
shifted from initial idealism to building des-
peration to eventual maturity.
This latter stage wasn't reached until after
ten trial and error filled years.
"We would have like tc have failed tast-
er," Keating said.
Even when the company had developed a
comfortable way of managing itself, it was far
from stable. This was no fault of those directly
involved with it, though; the technology of
computers, electronics and their applications
can change so quickly and dramatically that
companies like Kork have to find new ways of
adapting, which is just what happened when
another group found a new and completely
different way to digitalize maps.
This type of sudden change is a theme
throughout the software development indus-
try. Sometimes, companies are not only af-
fected by it, they can help cause it.
When the Camden-based company Ani-
mated Images started two and a half years
ago. it planned to focus on the three-dimen-
sional computer-aided design market, its de-
velopment director, Kim Shelley, said.
But after some research into what areas of
business could most benefit from this type of
product, the company discovered the apparel
industry, the third largest industry in the world.
had no computerized graphics tools speciti
cally for fashion design. They decided to
target this field.
No sooner had they announced their inten-
tions and began to work on coding the project,
they received requests for more information
from potential customers. Shelley said. The
company had the fortune to find a solid,
profitable niche right from the start.
It certainly wasn't as easy as opening up the
doors and letting the money pour on in after-
wards, though. What would be considered small
changes in a larger business can mean sudden
upheaval in small companies such as these.
For example, when Kork systems were in
business for a few years and could afford to
hire a single salesman, it was a time for celebra-
tion. according to Keating. And when one
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Andra Gore and Lnaries Shepard iii, director of the tviuseum of Art,
demonstrate the "Art Cart." (Sampson photo.)
programmer from Animated Images left the
company to pursue a degree in law, only half of
the original programming team was left.
For reasons like this, the members of a
small company often have to be ready to play
several different positions at once.
"We wear lots of hats," Shelley said.
The speakers agreed great financial con-
sideration; must be taken in a malleable and
often misunderstood market like software
development
"Software isn't hard collateral that you can
just take to the hank," Tom Babbit. vice presi-
dent of marketing at Animated Images, said.
One common methods of launching one's
product into the marketplace is to link up with
a larger software company through a strategic
alliance. Here, the bigger business can help
the smaller one with publicity and money,
while it may ask for use of the product or put
it under its own name in return.
Other means to get funds are to apply for
grants or to win support from "angels," now-
affluent people who used to be in the same
position as most small companies, and have
an interest in helping them out.
Applying to
!Graduate School
A wort:shop sponsored by the Career Center
Tuesday, October 20, 1992
3 p.m. -4 p.m.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Featuring: Karen Boucias
Assistant Dean of the Graduate School
University of Maine
Topics: • The overall application process
• Timetables and deadlines
• Letters of recommendation
• Application essays
• G R rE/CM AT
Upcoming Event
Graduate and Professional School Fair
Tuesday November 3, 1992
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Memorial Union
Sponsored by the CAREER CENTER. x1359
The Division of Student Affairs
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• Conference
at' ---n-L'ware developers
discuss industry problems
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Marko* sky was among the organizers cerning the initial goals of the new ly -
of the first meeting of the Maine Software launched association.
Developers Association which was held M.= of tease wn 
 
*mused =-
last Tway in 101 Nevilk Hall. phasis on higher mcogaitiOn of software
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• Hunting
•
T T 11111.1110- seaSOn eXPPCted
to hit record marks
Deer poixilaliota is at a recori high in
Maine, according to deer biologist Gerry Lav-
igne of the Department of Inland Fisheries
and V•
"Higher ov erall deer populations in 1992
should translate into 3 higher buck harvest."
Lavigne said. -We expect the antlered buck
kill to reach a modern record."
Mahar reasons for the increase in popula-
non are the mild winters of 1991-92 and the
conser.anve doe harvests.
Lavigne said he predicts a total deer kill of
about 29.250. but these expected harvest ley-
eLs Would be modified by extremes in hunting
conditions, such as excessive rain or pro-
longed tracking snow .
Game Warden Dave Georgia from Mil-
ford said he bebeves there is a problem in the
area and on Marsh Island.
Marsh Island is four and a halt miles long
and two and a half miles wide. In this area.
according to Georgia, there are an estimated
50 deer per square mile.
"Car to deer accident ratio is 2.5(*) tinw
higher here than any other place in the n.,'
Georgia said.
There have also been accidents ir yolvin
deer and airplanes. "Old Town Airaon is a
tragedy waiting to happen," he said. "We're
lucky noone's been hurt_"
Georgia said there can be up to 30 deer on
the field on any given day.
Many people favor a limited boa hunt
on Marsh Island to cut the population. Geor-
gia said he believes a limited and highly'
regulated hunt can be a favorable manage-
ment tool.
For Maine residents, hunting season open-
ing day is Oct. 31. All hunters can hunt Nov.
2-28. Bow hunting is open until Oct 30.
• Daredevils
Daredevils parachute in W. Va.
FAN E. IntVILLE. W Va. API—Thou-
sands of people v. atched Saturday as one
person after another jumped off a hndge —
with parachutes — as part of the county's
Bridge Day celebration.
Thrill-seekers from around the w orld
converged on the 876-foot Nev. River Gorge
Bridge. the nation's second-tallest. for the
annual ntual.
One of the first jumpers broke a leg
landing on the rocky shore below the hndge.
said Dennis McGlynn, a volunteer for the
BASE Association, which organized the
jump. BASE stands for buildings, antennas,
spans and earth forms, which is what the
group's daredevils like to jump from.
But that didn't stop dozens c others
from taking the plunge.
CLASS BOOK
WHO IS THIS STEPHEN
JAY GOULD AND WHY
DOES HE WRITE ALL
THOSE BOOKS?
Interested faculty, students, and staff
are invited to an Introductory Forum
on the Class Book, featuring Claire
Moriarty. Director of the Support for 
Science Students Project. Her talk Will
place the Class Book Hen's Teeth and
Horse's Toes into the context of StephenJay Gould's many other books.
4-5pm Tuesday, October 20
Neville Hall 100
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• Food
UMaine aquaculture student creates salmon sausage
Over 100 people got together Oct.4 for
a taste and texture evaluation of a salmon
sausage introduced by Doug Ewart, a stu-
dent in the University of Maine aquaculture
program.
Ewart started the salmon sausage project
eight months ago and thiough various taste
tests has a near finished product.
The evaluation at the food science de-
"It is especially good
for the health
conscious."
Doug Ewart
paaitiiicnt WaS a ba.sic cuasunicr acceptance
and sensory panel.
"I went on campus and asked people to
try the salmon for a good unbiased opinion,"
Ewan said.
The salmon sausage has various season-
ings, including mustard-dill and garlic-cheese.
Response has been favorable, but final tally
of the evaluation is not yet finished.
Ewan said he is thinking of marketing
the new product as a frozen, specialty store
and restaurant product first. Ewart also said
he hopes the product will go commercial.
"It is especially good for the health con-
scious," Ewart said. "It's low in saturated
fat."
Ewart was asked to undertake this project
by advisors Professor Robert Bayer of the
animal, veterinary and aquatic science de-
partment and Professor Alan Bushway, dean
of food science.
He also received a grant from the Maine
Aquaculture Innovation Center to help re-
fine the product.
Ewart started the product from a base
formulation and said he is excited about the
future ^ f the prmnet.
'The aquaculture community is excit-
ed," he said.
The evaluation lasted from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Anyone interested in free food was
eligible to take part in the evaluation. Doug Ewart, UMaine aquaculture student (Boyd photo.)
• Drugs
Feds to investigate man who said he sold pot to Quayle
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Justice
Department's internal watchdog will inves-
tigate the punishment of an inmate who in
1988 said he once sold marijuana to Vice
President Dan Quayle.
The cancellation of a 1988 pre-elec-
tion news conference at which Brett Kim-
berlin would have publicly made his charg-
es will be investigated by Inspector Gen-
eral Richard J. Hankinson, the department
said Friday.
The investigation was sought by Sen.
Carl Levin, D-Mich., who said in an Oct. 2
report that the Bureau of Prisons' scrapping
Kimberlin's news conference and his subse-
quent placement in solitary confinement by
prison authorities was politically motivated.
The report by Levin, chairman of the
Senate oversight and government manage-
ment subcommittee, disputed claims by
Bureau of Prisons Director]. Michael Quin-
lan that Kimberlir was placed in isolation at
the El Reno, Okla., prison because of a
threat to his safety.
CLIFF
\A/0RO BEAT TQL1R '92
lntornatinnAl recognition with over twenty albums.
Speaking out for justice and peace.
A sound that blends music of Reggae. Latin, African, and Jamaican origins.
And now he's coming to the Maine Center for the Arts.
Tuesciay. October 20th at 7:00 pm
Tickets are $15 for the General Public and $10 for UM Students with 1.D.
All seats Reserved
For tickets and information
(207) 581-1755
CHARGE BY PHONE USING VISA OR MASTERCARD DURING BOX OFFICE HOURS,
SAM - 4PM WEEKDAYS OR 1 AND 1 2 HOURS BEFORE EACH EVENT.
$3 PER OROER PROCESSING FEE APPLES
Mading Addrew Urtiversny o: MaInt '744, Main, enter tor Ow Arts °moo, ME 04469-5746
MAINE CENTER
FOR THE
ART'S
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• Column
The Tte-Iwn years
Jody' Myers
Ever wonder what happened to Mike Reagan?
For those who forgot, never encountered or are repressing
the painful experience of reading Reagan's columns, a brief
flashback is in order.
Reagan had drive and humor and genuine compassiog for that
old pry lady we call the newspaper. He'd spend weekend nights surrounded by
newspapers in the basement of Lord Hall, coaxing our Eisenhower-era television
into giving him a few images of Meet the Press. And Star Trek: The Next Genera-
tion.
Above all, though, Reagan had nerve.
He had the nerve to call All Maine Women and Senior Skulls "Happy Days
'ejects." He walked around campus making judgments on how people dressed and
called it his "field guide to UMaine."
A group of prisoners wrote him a nasty letter because he made fun of metal
music. A Native American responded to Reagan's anti-politically correct column
by writing "Don't piss on my back and tell me it's rain."
Reagan offered advice. He took one look at last year's yearbook and deemed
the African American picture a collection of inkblots.
"Recognizable faces should be next year's motto," Reagan wrote.
He was buried in a deluge of hate mail and he gleefully anticipated each addi-
tion to the pile. You know, readers said then they hated his cclumns. I suspect now
more than a few miss the charge of radical copy.
So where is he now?
Reagan has left his Portland, private school background to become the sole
general assignment reporter in a Northern Maine town. There's one other writer—
a sportswriter— but beyond that, the newspaper is filled with stories written by
only one man: Michael Reagan.
Reagan is paid just over minimum wage to cover earth shattering events such
as snowmobile club luncheons, connections between murders and potato sack
thefts and senior citizen birthdays.
Last week, a citizen came into Reagan's news office (incidentally, Reagan livesjust upstairs from his job) with a red-hot journalism tip.
"Ya know, uh, there's a new book coming out by Madonna, you may want to
check it out." the citizen whispered. "It's called S-E-X."
So now when Reagan goes to the movies in his new town, he looks past all the
kissing seventh graders and wonders how he ended up in a place where the word
sex has to be spelled out
It seems like a weird fate for a man who idolizes Republican satirist Pi.
O'Rourke, but as every journalism grad knows, a good newsman (or woman) who
expects to make it big must first pay dues in the small town.
Writing 10 to 20 stories a week, Reagan is a jack-of-all-trades journalist just
waiting to make it to the big league. He's the first to admit a slice of humble pie
makes a good meal sometimes.
He's still sharp, though. Full of anecdotes. Now if only he can get his name on
the masthead.
I would be very surprised if we didn't here from Reagan again soon, and for the
rest of our lives.
Jody Myers is a french-journalism-education-Sth year student kind of liberal who
might one day fOrgive Reagan for his nasty remarks about All Maine Women.
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• Textbook prices
Passing the "book"
In the college textbook business, the
name of the game is blame. Everyone
knows that texts are too expensive, but
when it comes to taking responsibility for
these prices, all of the parties involved pass
the buck, or the "book" as the case may be.
Students blame the bookstore, the
bookstore blames the publishers, publish-
ers blame the used book companies and
used book companies throw the blame
back at the publishers. Meanwhile, the
prices of books are steadily increasing.
Isn't it time to close the book on this
madness and start looking at ways of
decreasing the cost of texts and the finan-
cial burden on students?
The fact is, textbooks empty a substan-
tial proportion of students' wallets at the
beginning of each semester and students
can't do a thing about it. Professors deter-
mine which books students will buy, pub-
lishers determine how much they will pay
• Election Day
 amansiumommll
for the books and even the place where
these books are purchased is predetermined.
At this university, students are buying
a product which is required from a store
that has a monopoly on the product. Ob-
viously, any product would be expensive
under these circumstances.
If the prices of books can increase by
104 percent over the past 10 years, then who
will stop them from increasing another 104
percent over the next 10 years? Publishers
and bookstores most likely will not put an
end to this trend, so it looks like it's up to the
pawns of this situation — the student.
Students need to convince professors
to cut down on the number of books
required for courses, tell the bookstore to
ease off on their mark-ups and call pub-
lishers with complaints.
If students do not take action, then the
only books they will see decreasing in
monetary value will be their bank books.
AMW11...
Vote intelligently
Are you tired of hearing what an apa-thetic age we live in - that only about half
of the nation's voting-age population ac-
tually votes in elections, with the tradi-
tional college
-aged voters, the 18-24 agebracket, having the lowest turn-out?
Well, the only way to combat apathy isto get involved with your community andyour world. Voting in an election may seemlike the quickest, easiest way to do that. It
only takes a few minutes to register to voteand sometimes less than that to cast a ballot.Watch some T.V. and the political adver-tisements will bombard you with more thanenough information about the candidates,the issues and their positions. Now you'reready to vote intelligently, right?
Wrong. To those who don't follow elec-tions closely, voting is more than just an easy
way to "get involved." It is a civic responsi-
bility which should be handled as such.
A 30
-second advertisement can't even
begin to aor-suroP!y inform voters of a can-
didate's ability and potential. The staged
format and sound bite-dialogue used in
commercials are not an appropriate means
in which to communicate with voters.
The only way to vote intelligently is to
seek out the information yourself. Read
newspapers, write the candidates asking
about their views, or watch for debates In
which the candidates can discuss the issues
with one another.
Elected officials are not televising
personalities or celebrities; they are public
servants who work for you. Your vote is a
part of the hiring process. So get inform
and then get involved.
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PoliticalNevv-rs 1 • Clinton leads Bush and Perot in state-by-state polls• Presidential candidates speak out about AIDS
4 Presidential election
Clinton has large lead in many states
YPSILANTI, Mich. (AP) — When Pres-
ident Bush takes a look at the electoral map
these days, he knows exactly how Bill
Clinton feels.
With little more than two weeks until
Election Day, Clinton has an overwhelming
lead in state-by-state polls, particularly in
major states and could win in a landslide if
the election were held today.
The Democrat's electoral edge is a virtu-
al mirror image of the huge advantage Bush
enjoyed at this point of the campaign four
years ago — and Bush went on to win 40
states and 426 of a possible 538 Electoral
College votes.
Analysts in both parties caution that things
could change in the final 15 days, with a
final debate Monday night, but acknowl-
edge Clinton is poised for definitive victory.
"Bush has not been able to change the
subject and get this election decided on
something other than the economy," said
Republican strategist John Sears. "Right
now, people are answering 'No' to the ques-
tion, `Do you want four more years of George
Bush?' and that is reflected in Clinton's lead
in all these states."
"Something big has got to happen for
Bush to turn this thing around and I'm not
sure how Bush makes it happen," said Dem-
ocratic pollster Geoffrey Garin.
Clinton aides, fearful of sounding over-
confident, are reluctant to discuss their El ec-
toral College strategy, or the implications of
their big lead.
The Arkansas governor himself was an-
noyed Saturday when asked about the pos-
sibility of a laadslide victory.
"It's way premature," Clinton said.
"This election is a long way from over— 17
days is a lifetime in public life."
The Bush campaign, acknowledging its
predicament, nevertheless insists Clinton's
support is soft and that enough of the Dem-
ocrat's supporters can be persuaded to sup-
port Bush.
"I am hopeful and I believe that as peo-
ple focus in on the race, I think there are a lot
of people that are unhappy with the presi-
dent, but when they sit down and lock at the
issues, I think people will move to Bush and
I believe he Lan win it at the finish line with
a good lead," Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas,
said Sunday on NBC's "Meet The Press."
Bush has millions of dollars on hand for
an end-of-campaign advertising blitz, and
Clinton aides predict some states will shift
allegiances in a "natural tightening" of the
race that they've been predicting for weeks.
But a look at Clinton's advantage on the
electoral map illustrate the daunting task
Bush faces as he tries to overt.ke Clinton.
These projections are based on published
statewide polls, interviews with campaign
officials and each states voting history.
Heading into the final debate, Clinton
was solidly ahead in 15 states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia, with 214 of the 270 elec-
toral votes needed for victory: Arkansas.
California, the District of Columbia, Ha-
waii, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, Massachu-
setts, Minnesota, New York, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island. Tennessee, Ver-
mont and West Virginia.
Another 13, with 147 electoral votes, were
leaning Clinton's way: Colorado, Connecti-
cut, Georgia, Kentucky, Maine, Michigan.
Missouri, New Jersey, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Ohio, Washington and Wisconsin.
Bush is considered solid in just six states
with 37 electoral votes: Idaho, Indiana, Ne-
braska, South Carolina, Utah and Wyoming.
Leaning toward Bush are another seven
states with 46 electoral votes: Alaska, Ari-
zona, Mississippi, Nevada, North Dakota,
Oklahoma and Virginia.
Nine states with 94 electoral votes are
tossups: Alabama, Delaware, Florida, Kan-
sas, Louisiana, Montana, New Hampshire.
South Dakota and Texas.
Under this scenario, if Bush won his
strong states, his leaning states and all the
tossup states, he would still only have 177
electoral votes. For victory, Bush needs to
take at least Michigan, Ohio and New Jersey
away from Clinton.
II:, fact that Florida and Texas are in this
group symbolize Bush's difficulties in locking
up large states he won handily four years ago.
• Presidential election
 11•1111111111111NIMEMP 
Bush, Baker may not get second chance
WASHINGTON (AP) — He started as
the strategist and became part of the strat-
egy.
What began as a familiar call to James A.
Baker III to rescue President Bush's stalled
re-election campaign has escalated to a prom-
ise that he would take charge of the econo-
my in a second term. And other aides raised
the possibility he would deliver a major
speech this week.
Not in anyone's political memory has a
top aide come so close to virtually pre-
empting the presidential candidate. Was this
an admission by Bush that his old friend, his
man for all jobs and seasons, was more
credible with voters than he, the president?
Will Baker, or Bush even, get a second
chance?
"ICJ very strange. They clearly arc look-
ing for a miracle worker," said Robert
Schmuhl, an associate professor of Ameri-
can Studies at Notre Dame.
After decades of winning, Baker could
be about to lose.
Jim Baker is no ordinary government
official, not a guy who easily fits that capital
shorthand appellation of top aide or senior
official.
He is one of those quintessential Wash-
ington figures who come along once a gen-
eration or so, whose careers define the po-
tential of unelected power in a city dominat-
ed by those who proudly wear the title
"politician."
Financier Bernard Baruch set the stan-
dard during the Roosevelt years. Dean
Acheson was one and Clark Clifford anoth-
er. John McCloy, Averell Harriman and
Robert Strauss make this very small, very
establishment list.
Some aspire, come close, don't quite
make it.
Baker has the resume. Undersecretat y of
commerce during the Ford administration,
White House chief of staff during Ronald
Reagan's first term, and treasury secretary
in his second.
The day after the election in 1988, Bush
announced his secretary of state. His choice
was Baker.
His reputation for getting the job done
began in 1976, when President Gerald R.
Ford recruited him to help overcome a Re-
publican nomination challenge from Ro-
nald Reagan. Before long, Baker's code
name on the White House communications
system was "Miracle Worker."
That reputation persists, justified in part
by a remarkable record in government and
politics, as well as a dazzling collection of
newspaper clips.
No one in Washington more assiduously
cultivates the media and protects his image
than Baker.
A common thread is Baker's insistence
that he is not a politician.
He'd like to be remembered as a figure of
substance. as treasury secretary and even
more as secretary of state. When he got that
job four years ago, Baker thought he had
finally moved above the seamy business of
politics.
But he could neve' shake free. It was
politics that brought him this far iind politics
wouldn't let him go. Politics and George
Bush.
Try to vim up what makes the Baker
legend and it comes down to pretty basic
virtues.
He is fiercely competitive and works
harder than nearly anybody, has a terrific
eye for detail, is charming and utterly ruth-
less.
He has an unerring instinct for power and
a remarkable talent for turning up at the right
hand of presidents.
Consider this: Baker worked for Ford in
1976 and Bush in P980, both times working
to deny Ronald Reagan the GOP presiden-
tial nomination.
He came away with one victory and one
loss.
What did he do next? He went to work for
Reagan.
In a strange, abrupt twist of events.
Bush became Reagan's running mate and
before long, Baker showed up on the Re-
agan plane.
He was not part of the California crowd
and did not have hard-line conservative cre-
dentials.
In fact, his only longstanding link to
Reagan was as an opponent.
But he was good. He was driven. And he
quickly became a favorite of Nancy Reagan.
When the campaign ended with a Reagan
victory. Baker was named White House
chief of staff.
• Issues
Candidates
speak out
AIDS
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Associated
Press asks the Bush and Clinton cam-
paigns for their stands on an issue each
weekday and assembles their responses.
Ross Perot's views are adapted from his
public statements and campaign book,
"United We Stand."
WASHINGTON (AP) — The views
of the presidential candidates on the ques-
tion: Do you support needle exchange
programs designed to combat AIDS by
providing clean hypodermic needles to
intravenous drug users?
Bush: "I don't believe that govern-
ment funding of needle exchange pro-
grams for drug users is the solution to
stopping the spread of AIDS. Instead, we
need to focus our prevention efforts on
providing AIDS education in schools and
to the general public, as well as support-
ing counseling and testing for Americans
who believe they have AIDS."
Clinton: -We are in the midst of an
AIDS and drug epidemic which the cur-
rent administration has avoided. My ad-
ministration will demand that drug ad-
dicts be treated, and will support local
communities in their efforts to develop
and implement innovative AIDS and drug
prevention programs."
Perot: Perot told gay activists in July,
according to participants in the meeting,
that he would be supportive of needle
exchange programs, safe sex promotions,
more funding for AIDS research and
would be willing to have a homosexual in
his cabinet. He does not discuss AIDS or
sex education in his book or public state-
ments.
Agree?
Disagree?
Do something
about --
register, then
vote on Nov.
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Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Monday, October 19
IF TODAY IS "'OUR BIRTHDAY:
Personable and easygoing, you are best suit-
ed to jobs which requite a lot of people
contact, rather than those involving techni-
cal ability or numerical skills. Your great
versatility enables you to succeed in a wide
variety of fields, but can also lead you to job-
hop at the first sign of boredom. You'll
climb much higher by sticking with one
specialty.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You may
be required to ci.ange the way you handle
your emotions, or those of a volatile associ-
ate. Rely on your humor and inner wisdom
in order to weather the storm.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): Once
you bring problems out in the open, they can
be addressed properly with the support of
friends and co-workers. Understanding en-
genders cooperation.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): An
opportunity to revamp your financial sta-
tus arrives when an unexpected turn of
events places a terrific deal within easy
reach. Act quickly or the window of op-
portunity may close!
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): With
the emphasis on attempts to restructure
your domestic life, family responsibilities
need to be changed in a way that is fair to
everyone. If someone isn't pulling their
weight, say so!
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): Your ability to
express your inner needs makes your next
move very clear. With greater understand-
ing of yourself you become more sensitive
to the needs of others as well.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): You could
derive significant benefits from networking
efforts or group activities. A friend intro-
duces you to someone who could become
invaluable to your cause.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You may
have to adjust your priorities as one time
ambitions give way to fresh visions of the
future. Concentrate on attaining your new
goals and there is no one who can stop you!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Secret
motivations emerge during this cycle, al-
lowing the process of self-discovery to con-
tinue unabated. You may come to realize
that what you once thought of as significant
now matters little to you.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
The accent is on passion and luck with
money, so don't be afraid to take a chance!
Play the lottery or work up the courage to
approach someone you find attractive. You
may be pleasantly surprised by the results!
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 -JAN. 19) A
partner may try to divert you from career
matters so that you can pay more attention to
them! A parent and loved one may also try
to play you off agains: each other.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): It may
be necessary to rethink your philosophy or
vision concerning an ongoing project as
your expectations may be set too high. You
may be compelled to take action on a situa-
tion that you can not tolerate.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): WHIT
own needs and desires come into sharp
focus. opening the door for romance. Mean -
ssh Ile. a conflict is brewing over children or
monex Treat the issues separately and you
can handle it all
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Your Daily
Horoscope EntertainmentPagtt.
By C.ari Paul
For Tuesday, October 20
IF TODAY IS YOUR HI RT111)11
Sentimental and maniage-minded, you seek
permanence in all your close relationships,
especially romantic involvements. But, be-
ing a well-balanced Libra, you can be flirta-
tious and Impetuous as well. This trait makes
von susceptible to sudden infatuations that
May not always serve your better interests. If
married or romantically committed, be care-
fill not to take your loved one for granted!
ARILS (March 21 - April 19): The
missing element to your recent efforts at
teamwork is finally in place, allowing you to
enlist the cooperation of others and impmve
conditions at home or on the job.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Discuss
relationship issues openly while communi-
cation between lovers is'relaxed and produc-
tive. A willingness to listen and learn leads to
a quick resolution of your differences.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Sharp
financial instincts make this an auspicious
time for money decisions. Whether imple-
menting a new budget or devising a unique
investment strategy, you're bound to be
successful.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): The
emphasis is on romance, creativity and chil-
dren during this influence. You can gain a
fresh perspective to nag,eing issues while
being gifted with useful. original ideas.
1,Et) (July 23 - Aug. 22): The only way
to rid yourself of lingering resentments is to
share your feelings with someone you trust.
Once you have cleansed your mind, decep-
ion and pretense become transparent to
ou.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Picking up
;he phone or dropping a note to someone just
ri) stay in touch could repay substantial
benefits in the long run. keep yourself on
The minds of those with influence.
1,IRRA (Sept. 23 - ()ct. 22): Education-
al pursuits can benefit your career immea-
surably by enhancing marketable skills. You
may want to enroll in a class or seminar
related to your field, or simply take a book
out of the library.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): This is
an auspicious time to advance your personal
goals as your confident attitude helps you to
enlist the help of others. Don't let the idle
chatter of a co-worker distract you from
your goal.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
With your intuitive powers at their peak.
trust your instincts when making complex
decisions. Your friends mean well, hut their
advice is not as sound as you' own judge-
CAPRICORN (DEC, 22 - JAN. 19)
Open communication restores a sense of
balance between your wishes and the needs
of a partner. Don't he afraid to talk about
your differences. It's silence you should fear
in close relationships.
kQUARIUSiJan. 20 - Feb. IS: B.x
resigning yourself to the fact that something
simpl must be done, you're able to steel
yourself to do whatever is necessary to com-
plete a project.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): As your
creative instincts merge with your develop-
ing philosophical views, it is a good now to
discuss pertinent spiritual matters skit!) chil-
dren or romantic interest
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Corrections
To hi tn, a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 5,31-
1271 between the hours of 9
 
a.m.
and noon, or stop tn the office in the
basement of I ord Hall
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about yourpersonal eoncens - love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer messa.ge! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of Sc.99 per -•-ute. which is billedto yo-,n- telephone The first minute is FREE Von must be IS or older. Calltoday - 1-900-726-3036.
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Textbook prices from page 1
"Publishers are in competition with one
another. Used books do not effect the publish-
ing business anymore than used cars effect the
car business," Weber said.
He said used book companies provide a
service to students because they make lower
cost books available to more students at the
beginning of the semester. and give students
an outlet to recover their costs at the end of the
semester.
In order to detenn;ne how much they will
buy books back from students. Bolen said
Follett has a 16-member rose:itch department
w Inch monitors supply and demand. track
orders and look for sales trends.
"it's a classic supply and demand situa-
tion. The more the risk there is on a hook, the
less we're willing to pay. The biggest element
is the risk," Weber said.
When Follett :;ells the books back to stu-
dents. he said, they price the used books at 50
percent of the publisher's list price. Although
Weber agrees used book companies do not
have to put any of their profits into the produc-
tion of books, they are not without costs.
"We have two large warehouses that em-
ploy 400 people. We do occasionally refur-
bish books. We destroy hundreds of thou-
sands of hooks each year and we donate
hundreds of thousands of books each year."
Weber said.
Weber said he expects to see a lot of
:hanges in the college textbook business in
the future. With the cost of publishing on the
rise and the increased use of software alai
electronic media in the classroom, he said
students may see even higher prices in the
future. which could have detrimental effects.
"The more prices increase, the more stu-
dents will not buy books. There isn't anybody
who is serv ed by prices going out of reach of
students, not used book companies. not pub-
lishing companies and not students," Weber
said.
Gabriel Bodwell, a junior mechanical en-
gineering technology major, said ht is fed up
with the cast of textbooks and does not see
much hope for the future.
"I spent S189 for three hooks and those
were used books. I couldn't even afford them
all. Next semester I'm just going to sell my car
so I can get all my books.-
 he said.
Bike safety from page 1
Rose Bike in Orono offers a small flash-
ing red :ight which runs on two double A
batteries, for around $15.
Many front white ligh.., can be slipped
out of a bracket and used as a flashlight, to
help keep them from being stolen.
As far as clothing, anything from light or
white clothes to clothing that actually has
reflective material sewn on is a wise choice.
Chandler said. With a bike that is properly
lighted, and a biker with no reflective cloth-
ing. a car travelling 30 mph has about four
and a halt seconds to see and react to a biker.
"Give yourself any break you can." t. han-
dler said. "If you don't care about your own
life, what about the life of the person who
hits and maybe kills you?"
Bicy cling safety pamphlets are available
at I ;MPD, and will be mailed through inter-
campus mail upon request.
IMMINIMMINIMINIEN!
• Health
Dangers of cholesterol
getting another look
BOSTON (AP) — Cholesterol, long the
Great Satan of American health, is getting
another look.
The accepted wisdom that everyone
should get a cholesterol check and try to
lower their cholesterol is no longer quite so
clear. Don't break out the cream cheese yet.
however.
While the longstanding doctrine that
made high cholesterol a national phobia is
the subject of surprising new scientific find-
ings, the experts are unlikely to say any time
soon that cholesterol is good for you.
And when ali is said and studied and done.
the stuff is likely to re-emerge with a slightly.
rehabilitated, if more complex, image.
There's little doubt that high cholesterol
causes heart disease. And when cholesterol
levels fall, so does heart attack risk. But a
disconcerting new series of reports hint that
lower cholesterol may not necessarily trans-
late into longer life.
Perhaps the most surprising new finding
is the suggestion that cholesterol might not
matter much for women. This finding is
hotly contested. But it is just one among
others that nibbles at or complicates accept-
ed cholesterol dogma.
Among other recent findings:
—Men and women with cholesterol un-
dn. 160 — long considered an especially
healthy level — have worse death rates than
those with higher cholesterol.
--Lowering cholesterol levels through
low-fat diets may do less good than many
thought.
—Too much iron in the blood may raise
the risk of heart attacks.
—vitamins that prevent oxidation may
block cholesterol's harmful effects.
Just what health-conscious people should
make of these new pieces in the heart mosaic
is also debatable.
Airing such uncertainties in public makes
sonic experts uneasy. They fear people won't
understand that science is messy, with false
starts, misinterpreted statistics and wrong-
headed conclusions.
"There is an awful lot of science that
isn't ready for prime time," said Dr. John
LaRosa of George Washington University.
"What, if anything, low cholesterol levels
mean in terms of disease causation is uncer-
tain. I don't agree that it is anywhere remote-
ly' near the point where we want to make
public policy based on it."
That policy is the domain of the federal
government's National Cholesterol Educa-
tion Program. It urges adult Americans to
get a cholesterol check every five years and
to reduce consumption of cholesterol and
fat, especially saturated fat. It also suggests
doctors consider prescribing cholesterol-
lowering drugs for patients with high cho-
lesterol.
Some experts have long felt uneasy about
this broad-based approach. The latest evi-
dence confirms their suspicions.
STEVENS
November 3 1992
• December 1992 UM Graduate
• Former Paralegal at Student
Legal Services
• Former intern in Washington
office of Senator George Mitchell
• New Student Orientation Leader
at UM
• Our University needs an advocate
in Augusta
• This advocate must carry our voice
• Kathleen Stevens knows that
cutting education is not the
solution
• The diverse
 interests of the
University Community are vital—
respect these interests with proper
mid complete representation
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By Renee Dolley
Staff Write:
On Thursday, a presentation on sustain-
ing agriculture was held in Neville Hall as
part of the World Food Day celebrations.
It was presented by Ron Kroese, the ex ec-
uto e director and co-founder of the Land
Stewardship Project, a non-profit organiza-
tion devoted to developing and promoting
sustainable agriculture practices and policies.
He began the program by saying the
issue of sustaining agriculture has not been
addressed in the presidential campaign be-
cause the United States has only between 2-
3 percent fanners.
According to Kroese, members of the
Land Stewardship Project hav e been work-
ing with farmers in Minnesota toward alter-
nate approaches to farming and reducing
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• Lecture
Lecture addresses potentialriumneis44'.” for farmersreliance on impons
The organization works with farmersgoing through difficult times in order tokeep their farms open instead of losing morefarmers every year.
Kroese outlined one of the central issues
concerning agriculture today. the fact thatless than one percent of farmers in the
ed States are 25 or younger, which couldjeopardize the future of agriculture due tolack of new farmers.
Another issue the organization is focus-ing on is the preservation of farmland. Theyhave implemented a p:ogram to preserve thefarmland in the twin cities of Minneapolis
and St. Paul.
Kroese talked about the use of pesticides
as a contributing factor to the agricultural
problems facing the United States today.
He backed this up with a numberof alarm-
ing statistics such as the fact that 440 insect
are resistant to pesticides, 13 percent of our
crops are destroyed by pests, and 74 kinds of
pesticides have been discovered in 38 states.
Kroese pointed out how the technologies
used during World War I shaped the meth-
ods and attitudes utilized in agriculture.
One example included the use of DDT,
which was used to prevent soldiers from
contracting malaria during the war.
Another technique was the atomic bomb.
because it gave people the impression they
undersmod and could control nature.
The fear of going into another depres-
sion also pushed people into practicing con-
sumerism. causing farmers to use short-
term methods to maximize crop production.
Kroese believes there is a connection
between sustainable agriculture and the
peace movement, which can be found if
people examine events in history such as the
Europeans imposing their idea of agricul-
ture on American soil.
Another contributing factor is the con-
cept of capitalism, where nature is looked at
as profit instead of sustainability.
Being ignorant about the laws of ecology
has also been a problem. Kroese said he is
optimistic this is changing due to increasing
attention given to environmental issues with-
in that past few years.
Kroese also presented a slide show de-
picting adds from magazines like Farm lour-
nut reflecting the attitudes of the times
toward laming and methods of agriculture.
Following the slide show was a question
and answer session, where members of the
audience asked Kroese about various topics
of agriculture and the Land Stewardship
Projects.
• Entertainment
Sinead booed off stage at New York Dylan tributeNEW YORK (AP) — It was Bob Dy
lan's night, and Sinead O'Connor's night-
mare.
Friends old and new turned out to honor
Dy Ian's 30 years of music-making by put-
ting on a sold-out show Friday night at
Madison Square Garden.
A sobbing O'Connor was drtven off the
stage by boos, feeling the backlash of her
attack on the pope. She was consoled by
Kris Knstofferson, who told the shaken Irish
singer. "Don't let the bastards get you
down."
O'Connor was to sing Dylan's "I Be-
Look for the
sports ni illni
in Friday's
Maine Campus.
lieve in You .AsicetIng continued, she
did an impromptu v ersion of Bob Mar-
ley's "War." the same song she performed
before tearing up a picture of Pope John
Paul 11 on the Oct. 3 "Saturday Night
Live."
Her stunned band remained on stage
as Sinead exited in tears: the audience
cheered her departure. Publicists for the
show were not at their offices Saturday
for comment.
The crowd - heavy on ponytai led forty-
something guys and pot smoking — was
otherwise enthusiastic. They paid up to S150
GREEKS guns
RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE wEtxt
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS:
No obligation. No cost
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
itiv for ailing
1-800-932-0528, Ext.65
Alcohol Responsible
Substance Abuse Services
presents events for Akohol Awareness Month
Oct. 17 Come see the Late Night Local and a wrecked car
at the Homecoming Football Game.
Oct.19 Simulated akohol related accident at 12 noon on the mall
in front of the library. *Discussion afterwards
Oct 21 Information Table laim-2pm FFA Room
in the Memorial Union.
Oct. 22 Dry Bar 11:30am-1:30pm in the Union by Hauck Auditorium
For more information call Substance Abuse Sen ices (581-4016).
a ticket to see 32 guests perform Dian
songs classic and obscure, along with three
numbers by Bob himself.
The show was arranged to mark the 30th
anniversary of Dylan's recording cateer.
Performers included Eric Clapton, George
Harrison. Johnny Cash. Willie Nelson. Chris-
sie Hynde. Toni Petty. John Mellencamp
and Tracy Chapman.
"This song's for you. Bob! Thanks for
having the Bobfest." said Neil Young be-
fore launching an incendiary "All Along
the Watchtower.''
Old friends like the Trish socalist Tom-
my Makem and the Clancy Brothers joined
new rockers like Pearl Jam's Eddie Vedder
in paying tribute to Dylan, who was hailed
as the voice of a generation.
O'Connor returned to the stage at the end
as everyone joined Dy Ian for "Knockin' on
Heaven's Door."
The biggest surprise was an unannounced
Stevie Wonder, who did "Blowin' in the
Wind "
ATTENTION'
SENIORS!
Yearbook Pictures
Free!
k I a • I.
'Mt) MHYPTinn
No Problem!
October 19-23rd, 26-28th
9am-12pm and 1pm-5pm
Memorial Room
The Union
Va.
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Keep a level head
this Halloween.
Think when you drink And don't be afraid to call a cab. 9141017
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portsNews 10 Sirmans runs for 146 yards, UMaine football wins 21-91 • White squad outshoots Blue 8-6 in hockey scrimmage• Womeo's soccer picks up third win Sunday, 1-0
The Campus
Sports Ticker
In an effort to improve the exercise
habits of college students, !Maine will
be one of 250 colleges and universities
across the United States participating in
Timex Fitness Week sponsored by
Ocean Fpray from Oct. 19-25, 1992.
The program is endorsFd by the Nation-
al Intramural
-Recreational Sports As-
sociation.
As part of the week dedicated to
working out, Ocean Spray will present
"The World's Largest Aerobics Class,"
a free aerobics class to be held Tuesday,
Oct. 20.
Other activities sponsored by Recre-
ational Sports include Water Relays on
Monday, a cross country race Tuesday,
the Noontime Fitness Walk Wednes-
day, and the Timex Condition Competi-
tion Thursday.
To reward participants, Timex's best
sports watches and official Timex Fit-
ness Week T-shirts will be awardeci as
prizes. Participants can cool off with
samples of Ocean Spray juices.
Each participant is asked to bring one
canned good with them to be given to the
Soup Kitchen of Bangor.
For more info, call Rec Sports at 581-
3054.
UMaine weekly sports
schedule
Monday, Oct. 19
Golf: N F Championships
Wednesday, Oct. 21
Men's Soccer vs Dartmouth @ Falmouth,
ME
Friday, Oct. 23
Ice Hockey: vs. Providence 7 p.m.
Field Hockey O. Vermont
Saturday, Oct. 24
Football @ UConn
Ice Hockey vs. Providence 7 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 25
X
-country- NAC Championships
Men's Soccer @ UNH
Field Hockey @ UMass
-lhe University of Maine field hock-
ey team was out shot 31-2 en route to a
1-0 loss to North Atlantic Conferencefoe Northeastern Friday. UM a i ne' s only
two shots came in the first half. Hus-
kies senior midfielder Shelley Morris
scored first for the Huskies on an unas-
sisted goal at 15:46 of the first half.
With !3:31 left in the same period.
Northeastern was awarded a penalty
stroke but couldn't capitalize. NU's
Kelly Wilk scored the only other goal
at 4:50 of the second half On a corner
that found the back of the cage. The
Huskies moved to 11-2 on the year and
are 3-0 in the conference, UMaine falls
to 3-7-2, 0-3-1 in the NAC.
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• UMaine football
Sirmans 11"NS 
 
 
Maine pastK ams 
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
UMaine tailback Ben Sirmans celebrates after scoring one of his two touchdowns Saturday in the Black Bears 21-9 victory. (Kiescw photo.)
• UMaine hockey
Skaters show firepower
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Here's a prediction that isn't exactly
what you would call going out on a limb:
First-year players will play a key role
on the University of Maine hockey team
this season.
Any dummy who happened to catch the
annual Blue/White hockey game Friday
night at Alfond Arena could tell you that.
The veterans, behind senior left wing
Kent Salfi's two goals and two assists, held
off the pesky newcomers 8-6. But the real
story of the night was the debuts of Coach
Shawn Walsh's highly-touted first-year
class.
Chris Ferraro, one of the acclaimed
Ferraro twins in the first-year class, netted
a pair of goals. as did his brother Peter. For
good measure, Peter Ferraro also added a
couple assisis.
Another newcomer. former Canadian
Junior TierilPlayer of the Year Paul Kariya,
tallied four assists and showed a glimpse of
the playmaking skills that have been com-
pared to those of the Great One himself,
Wayne Gretzky.
Chris Ferraro opened the scoring for the
Blue at the 18.38 mark of the first quarter.
deflecting a Dave Maclssac blast from just
outside the left circle past White goalie
Greg Hirsch.
Chris Ferraro brought the pro-Blue team
crowd of 5.117 (a new UMaine hockey
record) to its feet again 3:13 later, taking a
pass from his brother (I get the feeling I'm
going to be writing that line a lot this
season) and beating Hirsch over his left
shoulder for his second goal and a 2-0 Blue
lead. Both Chris Ferraro goals were on the
power play.
But lone UMaine captain Jim Mont-
gomery. who looks primed for a big year
after getting out of the shadows of the
since-departed jean-Yves Roy and Scott
Pellerin. got White on the hoard at the 8:49
mark. It was a short-handed goal off of a
Kent Salfi shot in which Blue goalie Blair
Marsh looked as though he thought he
made the save.
Eric Fenton scored for the White two
minutes later to knot the score at 2-2. Goals
by Justin Tomberlin. Fenton again, and
Salfi gave the. White a 5-2 lead as they
clearly dominated play for the rest of the
period.
But the Blue countered with the first
three goals of the second period to tie it a5-
apiece. Peter Ferraro broke away, faked,
and s
Slipped it past new White goalie Mike
Dunham. Kariya and Chris Ferraro assisted.
The other two goals came in a 24 second
span. Jamie Thompson took a Brad Purdie
pass and flicked the puck past Dunham at
the 8:25 mark, and soon thereafter, Peter
Ferraro struck again, rebounding a Kariya
shot a firing into the back of the net to close
the period scoring.
Montgomery, Salfi and Co. took con-
trol in the third in leading the wily vets to
the final victory margin of 8-6.
Boy, it sure is going to he fun to watch
these two talented teams play together,
isn't it?
Saturday did not start out as a good day
for Ben Sirmans, but it sure did become one.
The University of Maine senior tailback
was looking forward to his mother. Opheha,
driving up to Orono from their New Jersey
home to visit him.
After all, it was his 22nd birthday, and
Mrs. Sirmans hadn't been to UMaine in four
years. Ben was pretty excited that she was
finally coming back to the school he will
soon graduate from.
But Mrs. Simians had car trouble and
called to tell her son she wouldn't be making
the trip. Ben was naturally disappointed.
So he took it out on the poor University
of Rhode Island football team.
Simians ran 30 times for 146 yards and
two touchdowns, boosting UMaine to a 21-
O victory over URI in front of a Homecom-
ing crowd of 8,842.
"It was sort of bittersweet for me." Sir-
mans said. "I was kind of upset when she
told me. so 1 tried to use that as fuel for what
I did today."
What Sirmans did was run over, around.
and mostly through numerous would-be
See FOOTBALL on page 19
• UMaine women's soccer
Women's soccer
squad splits
weekend pair
By Chris Casteliano
Sports Writer
For the University of Maine women's
soccer team. Homecoming weekend had a
special meaning.
After playing 10 of their first 11 games
on the road (and presently sporting a 2-9
record). the Black Bears finally arrived
home to play their last four games of their
15 game schedule at Alumni Field.
On Saturday afternoon, UMaine host-
ed the Boston College Eagles. a team
considered by many as one of the top
Division I women soccer team's in New
England.
The Eagles showed the Black Beals
why, dominating play throughout much of
the first and second halves.
The Eagles opened the scoring at the
31:21 mark of the first half when back
Allison David centered a corner kick to
her twin sister Jessica, who promptly
knocked it home tor a 1-0 lead.
This would end up to be the only goal
of the half, as well as the only goal that
the Eagles would need, as UMaine strug-
gled to clear the ball out of their own
zone.
The second half was not much better as
BC controlled the tempo early enabling
them to score two goals less than a minute
Sec SOCCER on page 20
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Blue/ White same
Blue team member Wayne ConIan (12) decks the White's Lee Saunders (24)during Friday's Blue/White hockey game. (Lachowski photo.)
LASER ZEPPELIN
LASER LIGHT ROCK CONCERT• 10,060 WATT DOLBY Sound • Rill COLOR 3-D LASER BEAMS
FEATURING THE MUSIC OF:LED ZEPPELIN8pm October 23, 1992 at the Bangor Civic Center$10.50 advance tickets, $12.50 day of the showTi( Lets on sale at Bangor Auditorium Box Office
loepor's40 I Mop F...
.0C.1_ !'•rtan Winthrop International, Lid. • 241 Ethan Allen TI s.:h way • Ridgefield, Cr 0/5877 • Phone (203)431-9373
WIN FREE TICKETS!Win a pair of tickets each pair valued at $20 to this Laser Zep concertA total of 12 pairs of tickets will be given away.One prize per contestant
Return this entry form before noon on Tuesday, Oct. 20th. This form mustbe accompanied with a paragraph stating what you like and/or what youdon't like or what you would like to see in The Maine Campus . All opin-ions will be kept confidential and will be used to better the paper.Drop off your entry form at The Maine Campus located in the basement of
Lord Hall at the receptionist's desk. Entry is limited to one entry per day(max. 3). No members of The Maine Campus may enter. No reproductions
occepted. Winners will be announced in the Wednesday, Oct. 21st edition of
The Maisie Campus.
NAME:
 PHONE:
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• World Series
Wmfield gets chance to
redeem '81 Series failureBy Jim Litke
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — When he was young
and strong and everything :vas still in front
of him. Dave Winfield never thought much
about second chances. But the passage of
time carried with it a very sobering lesson:
The nature of fame is such that oncefixed, it can rarely be undone.
"I'd say there's finally been some jus-tice served,'" 41-year-old Dave Winfield,
now wearing the royal huc of Toronto in-
stead of Yankee pinstripes, reflected on the
eve of his first World Series game since1981.
-To go out and play well every year, stayhealthy every year and repeatedly misschances to get back here, you're darn rightit's been frustrating.
"A lot of so-so players have had thischance. A lot of people have been here whohaven't been through what I've been through.But now," he added, "I'm back."
Through the years, there have been anynumber of baseball players that we remem-ber primarily for their misfortunes, a frater-nity of the very good whose very bad mo-ments. like W'infield's, came more and moreto define their careers.
There was Bill Buckner. a dependablehitter for several clubs for years. frozen inmemory during that single frame when agrounder crawled over his glove and through
his legs in the 1986 Series.
There was Ralph Branca, who main-tained a very respectable .564 career win-ning percentage during his 12 years in themajor leagues, watched dejectedly as Bob-by Thomson's "shot heard 'round theworld" cleared the fence at the Polo Grounds.There was Mickey Owen. whose drop*third strike in Game 4 of the 1941 Serieserased the singular reputation he had builtover a career as a solid backstop, who in thatvery same season had set a National Leaguerecord for most consecutive errorless chancesby a cite+ r.
And then there was David Mark Win-field, who in 198,1 batted 1 for 22 as amember of the New York Yankees againstthe Los Angeles Dodgers. and through theintercession of his increasingly erratic own-er. George Steinbrenner, suffered all out ofproportion. As his slump deepened, so didthe feud. On the occasion of his first andonly hit. Winfield asked for the baseball.Unamusecl. Steinbrenrer facetiously labeledhim "Mr. May," and later apologized to theteams fans.
That turned out to be only the preludi.What followed was more than eight years ofthe ugliest owner-player confrontations thatany sport has ever been subjected to, GeorgeSteinbrenner. bleeding from the wallet andshooting from the lip, and Winfield, hisprized employee, sniping back to hide hisconfusion and pain.
Thursday Night
at the Den
FEATURING:
The Intruders
9 pm at the Den
Food and Drink
Specials
Sponsered By SEA Board
a Board of Student Government 11
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Intramural Update
With indoor activities starting up. it's
time to recap the outdoor ktivities and
mention the upcoming events.
Coed outdoor softball was the first
activity completed and Androscoggin third
Floor beat out the Two Fisters (who were
mostly chemical engineering students) for
the "A" championship.
In the "B" division, the Cliff Claven's
Kids from fourth floor Gannett nipped
Knox 1-0 to win the championship.
Soccer is in the final stages of compe-
tition, with most of the championships
taking place this week. Sigma Alpha Epsi-
lon beat Phi Kappa Sigma 5-0 for the
fraternity soccer championship.
In the men's independent soccer league,
the imdefeated United Nations will be play-
ing the defending champion Sled Dogs for
the championship.
In the women's division, Burnham
Street went through the season undefeated
and beat Knox 6-4 for the championship.
In the men's dormitory division, the Som-
erset International's will play third floor
Aroostook for the championship.
Finally, the sorority division has Chi
Omega, Alpha Omnicron Pi. Delta Zeta
and Delta Delta Delta still left in the com-
petition.
Tennis results:
Fraternity Doubles: Don McQuade/
Mark Pipes (Sigma Phi Epsilon) beat Chris
Wertz/Chris Conley (Sigma Nu)
Fraternity Singles: Don McQuade (Sig-
ma Phi Epsilon) plays Chris Wertz (Sigma
Nu) for the championship.
Men's Dormitory Doubles: Mark Ard
to/Craig Calvert (Gannett) beat Tom Ber-
tan's/Tony Rys (Gannett) for the champi-
onship.
Men's Dormitory "A" Singles: CraigCalvert(Gannett) defeated Mark Ardito(Gannett) for the championship.
Men's Dormitory "B" Singles: AdamKuczkowski (Somerset) will play KeithKuczkowski (Han) for the championship.(Ed. note: Go Keith!).
Women's Singles: Anna Stanislawskabeat Nicole Levesque (Kennebec) for theChampionship.
Women's Doubles: Anna Stanislaw-ska/Anika Psaila-Savona will play HeatherDiller/Joyce Stanley for the championship.Men's Independent "A" Singles:Branden Pierson plays Vincent Bernabeifor the championship.
Men's Independent "A" Doubles:Vincent Bernabei/Jim .Bureau playBranden Pierson/Scott Smith for the
championship.
Men's independent "B" Doubles: Broth-
ers Keith and Adam Kuczkowski beat CnrisLanelay rviiiihewson for the championship.
Men's Independent "B" Singles: HualinJuang beat Pete Rivaro for the championship.
Women's Field Hockey: Cumberland
Anonymous beat H&H 8-4.
Upcoming Events
F7oor Hockey: Accepting first 50 teams
or by Tuesday, Oct. 20
Coed Volleyball: Accepting first 40
teams or by Tuesday, Oct. 20.
Cross Country: Race Wednesday, Oct.
21 at 4 p.m. (2.3 mile run)
Mountain Bike Race: Wednesday, Oct.
28 at 4:30 p.m.
SK Black Bear Run: Sunday, Nov. 1 at
11 a.m.
Squash: Due Tuesday. Oct. 20.
Ad
Policy
Black Bear football from page 17
tacklers on his way to his third 100+ yard
rushing day of the season.
He also managed to impress URI CoachBob Griffin.
"I'm glad Ben Sirmans is going to grad-
uate," Griffin said. "I might even come tohis ceremonies. He's never had a bad game
against us."
Sirmans, however, was not the only star
on the Black Bear horizon Saturday.
The UMaine defense, which seems tohave improved each week since giving up47 points to Northeastern Sept. 19, picked ofthree URI passes, one of which was returned27 yards for the game's first touchdown by
senior strong safety Lance Boston.
UMaine also stopped the Rams two sep-
arate series on first and goal inside the BlackBear 10, once on a big second down inter-
ception by junior linebacker Jemal Murph to
squelch a URI forth-period drive.
Murph said the UMaine defense takespride in there ability to stop teams inside the
"red zone" (the defense's 20-yard iine to the
goal line).
"No one gets past the goal line," Murph
said. "It's blood and guts time down there."
After Boston's TD return gave UMaine
a 7-0 lead 3:37 into the game, URI juniorback-up quarterback David Nordstrom (sub-bing for injured starter Tony Squiteri)
marched the Rams right back down thefield, culminating in junior kicker Gregg
Hoffman's 27-yard field goal.
Sirmans soon thereafter ga,,e the Black
Bears a 14-3 lead, taking a pitch from soph-
omore quarterback Emilio Colon (18 for 33,233 yards) and plowing in from two yards
out four seconds into the second period.
Sirmans capped off another tjMainedzive
with r. one-yard scoring run 1:03 before thehalf, giving the Bears a 21-3 advantage at
the break.
Squiteri. who has a had ankle sprain,
came off the bench in the second half and
gave t IR1 a spark. but the ferocious 1 l Maine
pass rush knocked him around like a pinball.
"He's a courageous young man." Griffin
said. "He's still hurt, but obviously he can
still throw the ball, even with pain shooting
up his leg."
Squiteri's passing from the shotgun for-
mation guided the Rams to their only touch-down drive, finished off on a one-yard runby sophomore tailback Kevin Quinn. The
two-point conversion attempt fell incom-
plete. and the scoring for the day was done.
With the win, UMaine (4-2 overall, 2-1in the Yankee Conference) moves into a tie
with V i Ilanova fr second place in the league
standings. while URI (1-5,0-4) continues to
struggle for respectability.
"This win makes it two in a row for us,"
Sirmans said. "It gives us momentum (head-ing to Connecticut next week) and gets us
back on track."
Sailing is fun, but please
dnn't sail in a hurricane.
The Maine Campus Advertising Department will not be responsiblebeyond one free ad for errors in ads which diminish the effectiveness ofthe ad. Complaints must be filed within 24 hours of the date ofpublication. We also reserve the right to edit or refuse any advertising dueto length, size, libel, taste or copyright infringement. Any questions?Please feel free to call 581-1273. Advertising office hours are Mondaythrough Thursday 9am-5pm and Fridays 10am--4pm.
$4 off all Vista Headlights
OR
$10 off all Shimano SPD
compatible shoes
• Only at Rose Bike.
• Only with this coupon.
MEM MEM OEM
Rose Bike
36A Main St, Orono
866-3525
___________
____ J
vits WOO 
Ldps
rSeu-
V*.
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
Watch it at
Vt's
the best deal in town
1131UFFALC
DUAIFT ULIEU 71 
Italian • Mexican • American
Cocktails • Burgers • Children's Menu
Open days,a week. for both tunch.andidtnnerlocated on Bangor Mall Boulevard nekt to Shop 'n Save 990-3300
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Women's soccer from page 17
a part from each other.
At the 51:13 mark, forward Kim Halle-
ran took a pass from Jessica David and
beat UMaine goalie Allison Snooks to her
right to make the score 2-0.
Forty- nine seconds later, Kathleen Mc-
Mahon received a pass from Halleran and
beat Snooks again (this time to her left) for
BC's final goal.
With the loss, UMaine's record fell to
2-10 overall.
Sunday, the Black Bears played host to
North Atlantic Conference foe, the Uni-
versity of Delaware Blue Hens.
Coming in, Delaware's record stood at
2-9, and 0-3 in NAC competition.
Similar to the Boston College game,
UMaine came out sluggish, allowing the
Blue Hens to push play into the Black
Bear defensive zone.
It wasn't until midway through the
first half that the Black Bears woke up and
were sparked by a scoring chance from
Sharon Rothwell.
Rothwell retrieved a loose ball at mid-
field and found herself in a one-on-one
chance at the goal.
Her shot was deflected wide with
UMaine squandering a goal chance.
The Black Bears scored their only goal,
(and the only goal of the game) when
forward Rhonda Pelkey controlled a de-
fh-cted pass from Jennie Curran who drilled
it home.
The goal was Pelkey's sixth of the
season, which leads the team.
"The first half we played a little slug-
gish and we knew that possession was the
key in the second half," Boettcher said.
"Overall it was a team effort and I'm
pleased with the win," Boettcher said.
UMaine again squandered some scor-
ing chan:•:: midway through the second
half, and held off a late drive from Dela-
ware to secure the win.
In the win goalkeeper Allison Snooks
recorded her second shutout of the year.
The Black Bears record now stands at
2-10 overall, 1-2 in the NAC.
The Black Bears again play host to
Thomas College October 21 at 3:30 p.m.
in a non-conference match-up. UMaine's Rhonda Pelkey (20) in action versus B.C. Saturday. (Lachowski photo.)
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement oLLordHall for your classified. ad.
•
help wanted $252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts and make $252.50. No
financial obligation. A Risk Free
program. Avg sales Time=4-6. 
hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/Larger quantities avail.
Call 1-800-733-3265.
miscellaneous
apartments lost & foundOverseas jobs. $90C -2000 mo.
Summer, yr. round, all coun-
tries, all fields. Free info. Write
11C, PO Box 52 Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625.
Old Town furnished 1BR apt. to sublet
Nov. 1-May 1. All modern kitch &
bath. Quiet , owner occupied home.
$275 mo + util. se/dep. 827-4818.
LOST: Black jacket written Dunlop on
back, yellow lining. Call x4162. Lost
between Union and Murray Hall.
LOST: Pair of Serengeti sun glasses
in Union or on mall 10/7. Call
945-5626.
Room w/house privileges, Old
Town, $220+phone, $150 sec.
dep. Call 827-3694.
Students or Organizations.
Promote our Florida spring break
packages. Earn money & fret_ trips.
Organize small or large groups. Call
Campus Marketing. 800-423-5264.
LOST: Black jacket with purple
lining near the Memorial Union.
827-5201
Seamstress: Over 2ii yrs. experience.
replace zippers, hemming, etc, Will pidc
up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115
2 Bedroom apt. Sundeck anci yard
heat and hotwater included. Old
Town
 $510/mo 827-4990. FOUND: LL Bean teal jacket with
blue liner. Found outside the library
Oct. 8. If it's yours, stop by The
Maine Campus.
International Employment-
Make money teaching English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Make
$2,000-S4,000+per month.
Many provide room &
board+other benefits! Financially
& Culturally rewarding! For
International Employment pro-
gram and application, call the
International Employment Group:
(206) 632-1146 ext. 15067.
Dog boarding $4.00 day at
Wilderland Kennels in Milford.
827-6207 9a.m.-5:30p.m.
Old Town quiet modern 1BR ,pt.
Perfect for a couple $400mo.+elect.
Call 827-5036 or 827-7797 must
see.
roommates
Volunteer Drivers needed to trans-
port students w/ disabilities to class.
Helping Hand Van. Call Lynette x7745.
FOUND: Biker's tool on bike paths
10/8 Call 866-3815.
FOUND: Tiger cat w/green cellar w/
bell on Pond St. in Orono. Possibly
named Jerry. Call 866-0374.
STORAGE-Bikes, books, furn., 24
hour access no deposit, electronic
security, sizes 5x5 thru 10x25.
Econo-Storage, Bangor 942-2665.
Roommate needed to share Bradley
2BR townhouse. Prefer non-smoker.
Call 866-7846. $162.50+share
elec.4cable.
FOUND: Pair of glasses with wire
frames, in brown glass case. Found at
Hilltop Commons. Can be picked up at
the Administrative Offices of Campus
Living, 103 Hilltop Commons.
Every student is eligible for financial
aid. We can help you find money for
college. For more info. write: College
Fund Finders of Maine RFD #1 Box
1837, Bangor, Me. 04401.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/week
in canneries or $4,000+/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Room & Board. Male or female.
Get a I lead start on next summer!
For employment program call 1-
206-545-4155 ext. A5067
Roommate wanted m/f $215/
mo. everything included 3BR
apartment. Call 827-5201.
FOUND: Gitano heart-shaped gold
watch, one gold hoop. PArring, 2
sets of keys-one w/ black shark
bottle opener, one Mt. Katadhin
bottle opener, a Sharp EL-531D
calculator, and one pair gold wire
aviator glasses. If it's yours, stop by
the Info Booth at the Union.
personals
Roommate needed/house/Old
Town 170/mn-t-iitil. $170 dep. Grad
or serious student. 3 people total.
827-7897/UMO 2101/nice pl
lost & found
Orono Thrift Shop. From Main.
take Pine, 2nd rt onto Birch Wed
11-4 & Sat 11-2.
Gorgeous male and female exotic
dancers for birthdays, special occa-
sions & parties call Exotica 947-4406.
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also avail
able (-All colipct (51 /1)861-3335
Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote
starters, soici and installed. Sony, Pioneer,
Pyle. Soundshapers 942-7688.
LOST: 1986 UM class ring w/
garnet Greek letters on top. Last
seen 3rd fl library Sun afternoon.
Call 866-7624.
$$S$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!! Indi-
viduals and Student Organiza-
tions wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013.
AFS, American Field Service
returned students at UM. Contact
region rep Nancy Grant 866-4542.
Bud Leavitt the original path
finder turns 50 kills Tweety Bird
-Davy Crockett
LOST: Near Union-set of 6 keys (one
Honda key) w/ Nike Just Do It and a
monkey fist key chains. Call 827-3307.
Clown: College grad will do parties,
promotions & workshops. Includes
juggling, magic & fun. Max 1-8767
Will Hartsell--I want the world to
know that we're together again, and
that 1 love you
--Your wife, Julie
LOST: Pair of glasses in Shibles Wed.
morning. Rafael Salaberry 1-2008.
